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Abstract

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) have been used to study the effects of
various surface preparations and thermal treatments on the composition of the near-surface region (�7 atomic layers) and the topmost
atomic layer of a polycrystalline Pd70Cu30 alloy. Palladium enrichment (relative to the bulk composition) is observed in the XPS-acces-
sible near-surface region, but copper enrichment is observed in the topmost atomic layer. At temperatures above �800 K, where the bulk,
the near-surface region and the topmost atomic layer are likely in thermodynamic equilibrium, segregation to the top layer can be
described in terms of a simple thermodynamic model. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of H2 and CO from the annealed
surfaces illustrates the impact of segregation and atomic distribution in the top layer on surface chemical activity.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Metal alloys often display desirable properties that are
superior to those of their individual components, accounting
for their wide-spread use in structural, corrosion-control,
and catalytic applications. An important characteristic of
all alloys is that segregation of one component to the alloy
surface causes the surface composition to differ significantly
from the bulk composition. Thus, determining the surface
composition of an alloy is the first step in understanding
its surface chemistry. Complicating this determination is
the fact that segregation depends on temperature, bulk alloy
composition, the concentration of bulk impurities, the pres-
ence of adsorbed gases, and many other factors.

Our work addresses surface segregation in a dense poly-
crystalline palladium-copper alloy being evaluated as a
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membrane for the separation of hydrogen from gas streams
generated by coal gasification [1–3]. Membranes that are
selectively permeable to hydrogen offer a simple and effec-
tive solution for separating high purity hydrogen from
mixed gas streams [4,5]. Current approaches typically em-
ploy palladium (Pd) because of its unique ability to disso-
ciatively adsorb molecular H2 on its surface and the very
high diffusivity of hydrogen atoms through its bulk [5].
Thus, with H2 as a component of a mixed gas stream,
hydrogen—in atomic form—selectively penetrates a dense
Pd membrane. On the opposite side of the membrane,
H-atoms recombine and desorb as H2, resulting in the
highly selective separation of H2 from all other components
of the gas stream [5]. At temperatures typically encoun-
tered in hydrogen purification applications, the dissociative
adsorption and associative desorption steps are rapid and it
is the bulk diffusion of H-atoms through the membrane
that limits the net rate of hydrogen transport.

In practical implementations as a membrane material
for hydrogen purification, pure palladium suffers from sev-
eral limitations, including high cost, marginal mechanical
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strength, and instability in oxidizing and sulfur-containing
environments [6,7]. The presence of sulfur in the gas phase
can result in contamination of the membrane surface to the
point at which it will no longer dissociatively adsorb H2.
One approach to overcoming these limitations is to alloy
Pd with other metals; such PdCu alloy membranes are
being evaluated for applications in coal gasification. At
conditions of H2S exposure that cause �80% reduction of
the hydrogen flux through a pure palladium membrane, it
has been reported that there is less than 10% reduction of
the hydrogen flux through Pd70Cu30 and Pd45Cu55 mem-
branes [1,6,7].

Although several experimental and computational
groups have studied hydrogen diffusivity in PdCu alloys
[1–3,7–9], little is known about the surface compositions
of these materials. This is an important issue because sur-
face composition influences the rate of the dissociative H2

adsorption step. For an alloy membrane with a surface
composition that is unfavorable for H2 dissociation, the
dissociation step could become rate limiting in the hydro-
gen transport process. In addition to understanding segre-
gation at the clean alloy surface, it is important to
understand how common gas stream impurities such as
H2S or CO affect the surface composition of these alloys.

Surface segregation in alloys has received significant
attention from both experimental and computational re-
search groups [10–19]. The PdCu system itself has been
studied to some degree. Loboda-Cackovic and co-workers
used Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) of CO to show that a
Pd50Cu50(110) single crystal has compositions in the
near-surface region and top atomic layer that differ from
the bulk composition. Segregation to the Pd50Cu50(110)
surface depends on the crystal’s preparation history, with
segregation of Cu to the surface being favored upon
annealing to temperatures above �550 K [12,13]. Newton
and co-workers report similar results for a Pd15Cu85(110)
single crystal, which exposes a purely Cu top layer as deter-
mined by low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS)
[14]. Bergmans and co-workers also used LEISS to study
a Pd15Cu85(110) single crystal [15]; they observed a top
layer that was only slightly enriched in Cu and a second
layer that was significantly enriched in Pd. Theoretical
studies of the PdCu system with low Cu concentrations
suggest an oscillatory depth profile, with top layers that
are either Pd-rich [16] or Cu-rich [17] relative to the bulk.
Other theorists predict that segregation patterns vary sig-
nificantly with bulk composition [18,19].

In this paper we report results for our study of surface
segregation in a polycrystalline Pd70Cu30 (bulk composi-
tion, X bulk

Cu = 0.3) alloy used as a membrane for hydrogen
purification. We chose this composition both because of
its relevance to the purification application and because,
over the range of temperatures used in this work, the bulk
alloy exists in a single phase, a disordered FCC solid solu-
tion [20–22]. We have used X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) to determine how the composition of the
alloy’s near-surface region (X ns
Cu) varies as a function of

preparation history – sputtering and annealing – and
LEISS to determine how the composition of the topmost
atomic layer (X top

Cu ) responds to temperature cycling. We
analyze the observed segregation with a simple thermody-
namic model which reproduces our experimental results
at temperatures above �800 K. Using temperature pro-
grammed desorption (TPD) of CO and H2, we have studied
the impact of segregation on the alloy surface chemistry,
and thereby probe the local ordering of Cu and Pd within
the top layer.

2. Experimental procedures

A PdCu alloy, with a composition that is nominally 70
atomic percent Pd and 30 atomic percent Cu, was fabri-
cated and cold-rolled to a thickness of approximately
1.0 mm by ACI Alloys, Inc. Elemental analysis of the sam-
ple by inductively-coupled plasma-mass spectrometry re-
vealed a Pd:Cu atomic ratio of 70.5:29.5; with a total
residual contamination by other metals of <100 ppm by
weight.

All surface analysis experiments were performed in a
stainless steel ultra-high vacuum chamber with a base pres-
sure of 1 · 10�10 Torr. The chamber is equipped with a
monochomated X-ray source (Thermo VG Scientific), a
He+ ion gun for LEISS (Specs IQE 12/38), an energy ana-
lyzer (Specs PHOIBOS 150MCD), and a mass spectrome-
ter detector for temperature programmed desorption
(TPD) experiments. In addition, the chamber has an ion
gun for sputter cleaning of the sample and an evaporative
source for depositing Cu on the sample surface. The sample
was attached to an x, y, z, h manipulator by 0.63 mm Ta
lead wires spot welded to its edges and was cooled by liquid
nitrogen. The Ta wires provide both mechanical support
and electrical/thermal contact to the sample, allowing con-
trol of its temperature over the range 80–1100 K.

Before placement in the chamber, the sample was pol-
ished with 15 and 1 l diamond compounds. Once in the
chamber, the sample was cleaned by cycles of annealing
to 1000 K and Ar+ ion sputtering (�15 lA/cm2) at
300 K. Consistent with literature reports [12,15], we ob-
served that Ar+ sputtering preferentially removes Cu
atoms, creating a surface region that is depleted in Cu.
Using this preparation protocol, we routinely and repeat-
ably prepared samples having XPS-accessible near-surface
regions with Cu atom fractions of X ns

Cu 6 0:22.
The XPS experiments used AlKa radiation and 100 eV

analyzer pass energy. The analyzer collected electrons
photoemitted at an angle of 30� from the surface normal.
We performed all XPS experiments at 400 K, a temperature
at which the composition is stable over the time scale of the
measurement (�3 min). For example, in order to determine
the composition as a function of time during annealing at
800 K, we first annealed the sample at 800 K for a period
of time, cooled it to 400 K to obtain an XP spectrum, and
then heated it back to 800 K for an additional period of time
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Fig. 1. X-ray photoelectron spectrum of the clean Pd70Cu30 alloy after
annealing at 900 K for 30 min. The analysis temperature was 400 K. All
features, with the exception of the one highlighted by the arrow, can be
assigned to either Cu or Pd. The features used for quantitative determi-
nation of the composition of the near-surface region are noted.
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before cooling to 400 K for the next XPS measurement. We
note that, for a sample that had reached steady-state near-
surface composition at an elevated temperature, there was
no difference between the composition measured at the ele-
vated temperature and that measured at 400 K. For quanti-
tative composition measurements, we used the ratio of the
alloy’s Pd 3d5/2 and Cu 2p3/2 signal intensities calibrated
against signals from the same features in XP spectra ob-
tained from clean Pd(111) and Cu(111) single crystals.
The kinetic energies of the Pd 3d5/2 and Cu 2p3/2 photoelec-
trons are 1152 and 555 eV, respectively, corresponding to

mean free paths of about 10 �A
0
. Thus, our XPS experiment

samples approximately the top seven atomic layers of the
sample (>95% of total signal), with about a third of total
photoemission signal originating from the topmost layer.
We estimate that the reproducibility of our measurements
of composition, starting with a newly sputtered and heat-
treated sample, is within ±2%.

The low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS)
experiments used 750 eV He+ ions specularly reflected from
the sample surface at an angle �50� from the sample’s
surface normal. Low incident ion currents of �50 nA
(�1.5 · 1013 He+/cm2 over the course of a single 60 s exper-
iment) were used in order to minimize sputter damage by
incident He+. We observed that significantly higher cur-
rents could alter the top layer composition (X top

Cu ). Also,
high He+ currents incident on the surface over long periods
of time changed the composition of the near-surface region
(X ns

Cu) as measured by XPS. For quantitative estimates of
the top layer composition, we compared the LEISS peak
areas (Gaussian fits) at E/E0 = 0.85 for Cu and
E/E0 = 0.91 for Pd with areas measured for from LEIS
spectra of the clean Pd(1 11) and Cu(111) single crystals,
using the method outlined by Niehus et al. [23]. We
estimate that the reproducibility of our composition
measurements by LEISS, starting with a newly sputtered
and heat-treated sample, is within ±5%.

We cooled the sample to 120 K for gas adsorption prior
to the temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experi-
ments. The chamber pressure was increased to 1 · 10�6 Torr
with either H2 (Matheson) or CO (Matheson) for exposure
times of 2 to 10 min to give exposures up to 600 L. The
desorption experiment was then conducted by heating the
sample at a rate of 4 K/s with the sample located within
about 1 mm of the aperture to the mass spectrometer.
3. Results

3.1. XPS analysis

X-ray photoemission has been used to determine the
composition of the near-surface region (X ns

Cu) of the
Pd70Cu30 sample. Fig. 1 is an X-ray photoelectron spec-
trum of the clean sample surface measured at 400 K after
annealing at 900 K for 30 min. The Pd 5d5/2 and Cu 3d3/2

photoemission features used for quantitative estimates are
highlighted. With the exception of a small feature located
at �1240 eV, all features can be assigned to either Pd or
Cu.

The composition of the near-surface region (X ns
Cu) de-

pends on both anneal temperature and anneal time. After
surface preparation by cycles of annealing and Ar+ sputter-
ing, a final sputter treatment leaves the near-surface region
depleted in Cu, with a starting composition of X ns

Cu < 0:22.
Annealing the sputtered sample at 400 K does not signifi-
cantly change X ns

Cu; however, annealing the sputtered sample
at temperatures between 600 and 1000 K causes X ns

Cu to in-
crease as copper atoms migrate from the bulk to the near-
surface region. The near-surface composition is a function
of time during annealing of the sputtered sample as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for anneal temperatures of 600 and 800 K
(solid lines). Steady-state values of X ns

Cu are achieved after
annealing for �30 min at these temperatures. These results
are consistent with those of Loboda-Cackovic et al. who re-
port depletion of Cu in the near-surface region of a sputtered
Pd50Cu50(110) followed by the onset of ‘‘Cu segregation’’
upon annealing at 550 K [12].

The time dependence of the near-surface composition
during annealing presumably arises from the diffusion lim-
ited transport between the bulk and the surface. Only un-
der conditions of rapid transport is it possible for the
alloy’s bulk and surface compositions to equilibrate and
for the temperature dependence of the surface composition
to reflect equilibrium between the bulk and the surface.
Therefore, an important consideration is whether or not
the steady-state XPS compositions (X ns

Cu) observed after
30 min annealing periods are dictated by thermodynamic
equilibrium or simply by kinetics. We tested for equilib-
rium as follows. Recognizing that equilibrium should be
approachable from either low X ns

Cu (as is generated by
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sputter cleaning of the sample) or high X ns
Cu, we prepared

surfaces with X ns
Cu above the steady-state values by evapo-

rating additional copper onto them, and then measured
the time-evolution of their composition during continued
annealing. Fig. 2 shows the results of an experiment in
which we: (1) annealed the sample at 800 K, (2) cooled it
to 400 K for evaporative deposition of Cu onto its surface,
and then (3) returned it to 800 K for additional annealing.
After Cu deposition, the composition returned to its 800 K
steady-state value within about 30 min (dashed line, filled
squares). However, when the experiment with the Cu-rich
surface was repeated using an annealing temperature of
only 600 K (dashed line, filled triangles), the rate of compo-
sition change was significantly slower, and the steady-state
X ns

Cu achieved starting with the Cu deficient surface was not
recovered after 2 h of annealing at 600 K. These results
indicate that the values of X ns

Cu determined for samples an-
nealed at 6600 K are probably kinetically limited and,
therefore, do not represent equilibrium surface region com-
positions. Annealing the sample for 30 min at temperatures
P800 K, on the other hand, very likely produces near-sur-
face regions which are in equilibrium with the bulk sample.

3.2. LEISS analysis

Low energy ion scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) was
used to determine the composition of the sample’s top layer
(X top

Cu ). Fig. 3 shows a series of LEIS spectra obtained after
annealing the sample at 1000 K, but at LEIS temperatures
in the range 200–1000 K. Calibration against spectra ob-
tained from pure component, single crystal Pd(11 1) and
Cu(111) samples allows us to assign the feature at
E/E0 = 0.91 to Pd and the feature at E/E0 = 0.85 to Cu.
At temperatures 6400 K, low-intensity features tentatively
assigned to C and O appear in the spectra at E/E0 � 0.47
and 0.67, respectively (not shown in Fig. 3). The top layer
compositions determined by LEISS clearly depend on the
temperature at which the LEIS spectrum is obtained. In
contrast with the results of the XPS experiment that probe
the near-surface region, the composition of the top-surface
layer reaches steady-state relatively rapidly, within 5 min of
achieving sample temperature. Furthermore, the composi-
tions determined for the top layer are reversible in the sense
that they are independent of whether that the sample is
heated or cooled to the analysis temperature. Therefore,
we conclude that our measurements are being made on sur-
faces at equilibrium with the near-surface region of the
sample. LEIS spectra were also collected as a function of
temperature for the sample annealed at 800, 600 and
400 K, but are not shown here.

The near-surface (X ns
Cu) and top layer (X top

Cu ) composi-
tions of the Pd70Cu30 alloy, measured using XPS and
LEISS at temperatures between 400 and 1000 K, are sum-
marized in Fig. 4. The values of X ns

Cu at a given temperature
are those measured after annealing at that temperature for
30 min (curve (a)); they do not change during cooling. The
values of X top

Cu have been measured for samples annealed for
30 min at the temperatures indicated in the legend, Tann.
The plots of X top

Cu as functions of temperature show the
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values of X top
Cu determined from LEIS spectra obtained at

temperatures below Tann (curves (b)). We note that the
small increase in the value of X top

Cu that occurs as the tem-
perature is reduced below 200 K may be related to prefer-
ential adsorption of background CO onto Pd atoms at the
lowest temperatures, which could screen the Pd atoms from
incident He+.
3.3. H2 and CO TPD

Hydrogen and CO adsorption and desorption have been
used to probe the nature of the Cu and Pd distribution in
the top layer of the alloy surface. Fig. 5 displays H2 TPD
spectra obtained for hydrogen, at saturation coverage,
desorbing from the Pd70Cu30 alloy surfaces annealed for
30 min at temperatures between 400 and 1000 K. The H2

TPD spectra obtained after annealing at 400, 600 and
800 K displayed three desorption features, appearing at
approximately 175, 235, and 315 K. The 175 K feature
has been associated with ‘‘sub-surface’’ absorption of
hydrogen in Pd single crystals (Pd-a) [24,25]. The features
at 235 and 315 K are probably attributable to recombin-
ative desorption of hydrogen adsorbed on either Cu (Cu-
a, -b) or Pd (Pd-b) [24–30]. We note that while the samples
annealed at 400, 600, and 800 K all adsorb similar quanti-
ties of hydrogen at saturation coverage, the contribution
associated with each desorption feature varies with anneal-
ing temperature, probably as a result of differences in the
top layer and near-surface compositions, surface defect
densities and surface topographies. We also note the possi-
bility that adsorbed hydrogen may exert an influence on the
surface composition, particularly X top

Cu . A detailed interpre-
tation is beyond the scope of this paper, but we note that
the possibilities are interesting. For example, it may not
be coincidental that after annealing at 800 K, the surface
with the highest value of X ns

Cu, has the smallest 175 K fea-
ture in the hydrogen desorption spectra – which is associ-
ated with absorption of H-atoms at subsurface Pd sites.

Of primary interest to us is the inability of the surface
annealed at 1000 K to adsorb significant amounts of
hydrogen. This behavior is typical of copper single crystal
surfaces: while the dissociative sticking coefficient for H2

on Pd is S0 � 1, it is extremely low on Cu [24,26,27,30–
32]. We note that, when the sample has been annealed at
lower temperatures, Tann 6 800 K, we cannot rule out the
possibility that hydrogen atoms formed by dissociative
adsorption on Pd migrate to Cu for recombinative desorp-
tion during heating. The 235 and 315 K TPD features may,
therefore, have contributions from Cu sites.

CO TPD can also be used to titrate the Pd70Cu30 alloy
surface and thus be used as a probe of its composition.
Fig. 6 shows TPD spectra for saturation coverages of CO
adsorbed on sample surfaces annealed at 600 and 1000 K.
These anneal temperatures are of particular interest be-
cause they display very similar near-surface (X ns

Cu) and top
layer (X top

Cu ) compositions as measured by XPS and LEISS
(Fig. 4), but very different H2 TPD spectra (Fig. 5). We
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observe four desorption features in the CO TPD spectra,
located at 135, 170, 235/260, and 375 K. The features at
135 and 170 K are characteristic of CO desorption from
Cu surfaces [33,34]; the high temperature features, in the
vicinity of 375 K, are characteristic of CO TPD from
highly coordinated sites on Pd surfaces [35,36]. The inter-
mediate temperature features have been assigned to mixed
Pd–Cu sites or Pd atoms atop sub-surface Cu [13,34]. It is
significant, especially in view of the H2 TPD results, that
the sample annealed at 1000 K displays very little CO
desorption from the high temperature state that is charac-
teristic of highly coordinated Pd sites. As was the case for
molecular H2, the surface annealed at 1000 K resembles
pure Cu in its interactions with CO.
4. Discussion

During the course of this investigation, two physical
probes (XPS and LEISS) have been used to determine
the compositions of the near-surface (X ns

Cu) and top layer
(X top

Cu ) of a Pd70Cu30 alloy annealed to temperatures in
the range 400–1000 K. Two chemical probes of surface
compositions and chemistries, H2 and CO adsorption and
desorption, have also been employed. In this section, we
use our composition measurements and TPD results to de-
scribe surface segregation in the Pd70Cu30 alloy. We begin
with a description of the material’s composition depth pro-
file and the temperature dependence of X ns

Cu and X top
Cu . Then

we show that, at 800 K and above, where the bulk, near-
surface and top layer are likely to be in equilibrium, the
top layer compositions are consistent with those predicted
by a simple thermodynamic model. Finally, we illustrate
how the annealing of the sputtered sample influences the
adsorption of H2 and CO and we propose a qualitative
model of local surface ordering to explain our
observations.

There are several important patterns in the XPS and
LEISS data set (Fig. 4). While the composition of the
near-surface region (X ns

Cu, curve (a)) is always below that
of the bulk, the top layer composition (X top

Cu , curves (b)) is
significantly higher than that of the bulk; this difference
suggests depletion of Cu in atomic layer(s) immediately be-
low the top. We have estimated the aggregate composition
of the ‘‘immediate sub-surface’’ – atomic layers 2–7 – at
each anneal temperature by algebraically subtracting the
top layer contribution from the value of X ns

Cu measured
by XPS. The results of the calculation, shown as curve
(c) in Fig. 4, illustrate that the immediate sub-surface – per-
haps specifically the second atomic layer – is indeed signif-
icantly Cu-depleted. A pattern of Cu-rich top-surface and
Pd-rich second layer is consistent with the observation
[17] and prediction [16] of oscillatory depth profiles in
PdCu alloys. Our data do not rule out the possibility that
oscillatory composition profiles, consistent with measure-
ments of X ns

Cu, continue deeper into the near-surface of
the sample. However, because X ns

Cu as determined by XPS
is an aggregate measure of near-surface composition, we
cannot confirm the presence of continued oscillation.

Fig. 4 also illustrates that the top layer compositions
measured by LEISS (X top

Cu ) are independent of the tempera-
ture at which the sample has been annealed, Tann, and de-
pend only on the temperature to which it is heated during
the LEIS experiment. This result probably reflects the nar-
row range of composition in the near-surface region (X ns

Cu)
with which the top layer is in equilibrium. Another signif-
icant feature of the data set is that the values of both X ns

Cu

and X top
Cu exhibit maxima with respect to temperature; the

location of the maximum is at a slightly lower temperature
for the top layer. For a system at thermodynamic equilib-
rium, such maxima can reflect a change from entropy
(order) driven segregation to energy (disorder) driven seg-
regation as the bulk material undergoes an order–disorder
(O–D) transition [10]. Because we cannot confirm that the
surface region is in equilibrium with the bulk for tempera-
tures < 600 K, our results cannot be interpreted as evidence
of a bulk O–D transition. However, we note that at compo-
sitions near X bulk

Cu ¼ 0:5, PdCu exhibits a bulk O–D transi-
tion from an ordered BCC phase to a disordered FCC solid
solution in the temperature range that we have examined
[11,12,19].

Other features of our XPS/LEISS data set are also con-
sistent with those reported by Loboda-Cackovic et al. for a
Pd50Cu50(110) single crystal [12]. As the annealing temper-
ature was increased from 400 to 800 K, they observed
increasing XCu in both the near-surface region (measured
by Auger electron spectroscopy) and in the top layer (mea-
sured by temperature programmed desorption of CO).
They also reported Cu enrichment of the top layer relative
to the surface region. However, in contrast with our obser-
vation that X ns

Cu is below the bulk value, they report a Cu-



Fig. 7. Qualitative model of the distribution of Cu and Pd in the top layer
of a PdCu alloy annealed at 600 and 1000 K. Although the compositions
of the two surfaces are identical, the distribution of atoms in the top layer
differs and gives rise to differences in their surface chemistry.
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enriched near-surface region (as measured by AES) after
annealing their sputtered sample at temperatures between
�550 and 800 K. Part of this discrepancy probably reflects
sampling depth differences; we estimate that our XPS
experiments sample �7 atomic layers, Loboda-Cakcovic
et al. estimate a �4 atom layer near-surface region for their
AES experiments. Our results are also generally consistent
with those Newton and co-workers obtained using a
Pd15Cu85(110) single crystal. They report a value of X ns

Cu

in the XPS-accessible surface region that increased with an-
neal temperature in the range 300–900 K, and a top layer
that was exclusively Cu [17].

At anneal temperatures P800 K, where the bulk, near-
surface region, and top layer are likely to be in equilibrium,
we can analyze the top layer compositions measured by
LEISS to estimate a thermodynamic driving force for Cu
segregation to the top layer. For the case of a binary, reg-
ular solution (random distribution of atoms, with no
assumptions about heat of mixing), the Gibbs adsorption
isotherm can be expressed as [10,37–40]:

X top
Cu

X top
Pd

¼ X bulk
Cu

X bulk
Pd

� exp
�DGs

RT

� �

In this expression, known as the Langmuir-McLean equa-
tion [10,40], DGs is the Gibbs free energy of segregation. It
represents the free energy change when Cu (solute) atoms
from the bulk replace Pd (solvent) atoms at the surface
[10,37]. Application of the equation to the top-surface com-
positions measured at P800 K for the sample annealed at
1000 K (Fig. 4) provides an estimate of DGs¼�8:7 kJ=mol.
For comparison with the measured values, Fig. 4 includes a
plot of surface compositions calculated from Langmuir-
McLean with DGs¼�8:7 kJ=mol (curve (d)).

The estimate of DGs ¼ �8:7 kJ=mol derived from segre-
gation measurements compares favorably with predictions
based solely on the surface free energy (surface tension) dif-
ference between the pure components. For this case,
DGs ¼ N AðcCu � cPdÞ=a where, NA is Avogadro’s Number,
cPd and cCu are the pure component surface tensions, 2.05
and 1.83 J/m2, respectively [41,42], and a is the surface
atom density, 1.6 · 1019 atoms/m2, an average for
Pd(11 1) and Cu(111). The result, DGs ¼ �8:3 kJ=mol, is
comparable to the experimental value, suggesting that the
surface tension difference could be the main driver of segre-
gation in this system.

Our TPD results bring an additional dimension to our
understanding of the details of segregation in the Pd70Cu30

alloy. The relative magnitudes of the CO and H2 TPD
desorption features change significantly as a function of an-
neal temperature. This is an interesting observation be-
cause, over the range of temperatures encountered in the
TPD experiment—120 to 500 K—the top layer composi-
tions are the same for all anneal temperatures except
400 K (Fig. 4). Perhaps the most compelling comparison
is between the TPD spectra obtained from the sample an-
nealed at 600 K and at 1000 K. When annealed at 600 K,
the sample surface readily adsorbs both hydrogen and car-
bon monoxide. However, upon annealing at 1000 K, it ad-
sorbs no hydrogen and very little CO in the high
temperature state—behaviors that are characteristic of a
pure Cu surface. These differences exist despite the fact that
both the near-surface compositions (X ns

Cu) and top layer
compositions (X top

Cu ) at those anneal temperatures are al-
most identical (Fig. 4). We note that surface defects, which
may exist at lower densities after annealing at higher tem-
peratures, could contribute to the TPD differences at low
desorption temperatures. However, the high temperature
TPD features are characteristic of desorption from smooth
surfaces, and differences in this region of the spectra very
likely reflect only differences in the local arrangement of
the atoms in the top layer of the sample surface.

Fig. 7 shows schematic models of the surface that may
explain the differences in the TPD spectra obtained from
the samples annealed at 600 and 1000 K. The sputtered
sample may display short range order [12], which could in-
clude lateral segregation of Pd and Cu components into is-
lands. Annealing for 30 min at 600 K may not disturb this
order, either because thermodynamic equilibrium has not
been achieved or because the equilibrium state below the
system’s order–disorder (O–D) transition temperature is,
in fact, ordered. In either case, persistence of the islands
at 600 K (Fig. 7) allows them to display local H2 and CO
surface chemistries (Figs. 5 and 6) that are characteristic
of pure Pd and Cu. Annealing at 1000 K, above the O–D
transition, may, on the other hand, disrupt the local order
to form a randomly distributed top layer; this scenario is
consistent with Loboda-Cackovic’s report of the onset of
surface disordering at �700 K in Pd50Cu50(110) [43,44].
Such a disordered top layer possesses neither the ‘‘Pd
ensembles’’ required for dissociative adsorption of H2

[45,46] nor the highly coordinated Pd sites associated with
the high temperature CO desorption features [35,47].

As noted earlier, dissociative H2 adsorption is the first
step in hydrogen transport through a dense metal hydrogen
purification membrane. Given our observation that, when
annealed at 1000 K, the alloy does not adsorb a significant
amount of hydrogen, we might expect that Pd70Cu30 would
be a poor choice for hydrogen purification at 1000 K. Per-
meability tests of the Pd70Cu30 membranes demonstrate that
this is not the case; both in a clean environment [6] and in the
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presence of an H2S poison [6], the alloy displays significant
hydrogen permeance. The most likely reason for this appar-
ent discrepancy is that H2 dissociation could be thermally
activated at 1000 K. It is also possible that segregation pat-
terns we report here are not the same as those encountered
during the permeability measurement. For example, in a fol-
low-up paper we will report our findings that adsorbed sul-
fur (introduced as H2S) significantly affects segregation,
exposing a top layer that contains no copper.

5. Conclusions

The XPS-accessible near-surface region of a polycrystal-
line Pd70Cu30 alloy becomes enriched in palladium during
surface preparation by cycles of high temperature anneal-
ing and Ar+ sputtering at 300 K. Annealing of the sput-
tered surface to temperatures between 600 and 1000 K
causes Cu atoms to migrate from the bulk to the surface re-
gion, but the copper concentrations in the near-surface re-
gion (X ns

Cu) remain below that of the bulk. In contrast, top
layer compositions (X top

Cu ) measured by LEISS, are copper
rich relative to the bulk. For anneal temperatures at or
above 600 K, the top layer compositions do not depend
on the annealing history, but do depend on the temperature
at which the LEISS experiment is performed. For anneal
temperatures P800 K, where the bulk, near-surface, and
top layer are likely in thermodynamic equilibrium, the tem-
perature dependence of top layer composition can be de-
scribed by a simple Langmuir-McLean isotherm. The
measured free energy of segregation compares well with
that expected for a case in which pure the component sur-
face tension difference is the primary driver of segregation.
Despite nearly identical surface region and top layer com-
positions after annealing at 600 K and 1000 K, the CO and
H2 TPD spectra are very different – the surface annealed at
1000 K does not display the desorption features associated
with highly coordinated Pd sites that are present the spec-
tra obtained from the surface annealed at 600 K. The TPD
results may be explained by a change in the local arrange-
ment of atoms in the top layer in which Pd and Cu ‘‘is-
lands’’ present at 600 K become randomly distributed Pd
and Cu atoms at 1000 K.
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